
 
DATE 
 
 
INSERT CLIENT NAME 
INSERT CLIENT ADDRESS 
 
Re:  Coach Engagement and Understanding 
 
Dear 

     

, 
 
Thank you for selecting (In)Tangible Innovations, LLC for your coaching experience. I look 
forward to partnering with you on an inward exploration of values and denoted priorities most 
influential to your goals.  
 
Each coaching session will be scheduled for one hour at a rate of $

     

 per hour. Unless other 
arrangements have been made, I ask that you pay the full amount prior to each session. For a full 
refund of a coaching session, please call me at least 24 hours in advance to cancel or reschedule 
your coaching session.  
 
All coaching sessions will currently be conducted via phone call or online.  
 
You may experience many benefits because of a strong coaching experience, but with change 
you might also experience disruption and uncertainty. As you notice growth and change, not only 
does your internal system change, but you might also notice changes in your exchanges with 
others. To appreciate the limits to the coaching engagement, please review and sign the 
“Coaching Understanding” attached to this letter. Your signature acknowledges your 
understanding and agreement that the coaching journey is an organic and unpredictable process.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 

Nancy J. Little, Ph.D., ACC 

***************************** 
 
I have read and agree to the terms of coaching described in this letter and in the attached 
Coaching Understanding. 
 

 
Client signature: ___________________________      Date: _______________________ 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

COACHING UNDERSTANDING 
. 

1. I understand that coaching is not therapy or counseling, but rather an alliance between 
two equals, where coach and client collaborate, explore insights, focus on desired 
outcomes, consider next steps, manage attention, invoke strategies, and broaden 
perspectives. 
 

2. I understand that the coaching relationship between me and my coach is collaboratively 
designed to facilitate the creation and development of my personal, professional, and/or 
educational goals.  
 

3. I further understand that during the coaching engagement my coach and I will work 
towards specific goals which may change as we navigate deeper insights and motivation. 
As part of an intentional practice, I take full responsibility for taking time, any needed 
space, or asking for clarification as questions or concerns arise.   
  

4. I understand that my coach may encourage me to consider multiple aspects of my life, 
including work, health, quality of life, relationships, education and recreation. I 
understand and agree to take full responsibility for any modifications or changes that I 
may make to my life because of participating in coaching whether such modifications or 
changes result in a positive or a negative outcome. 
 

5. I understand and agree that coaching offers tools and strategies that I can use to move 
toward my goals. I further understand that coaching is not a substitute for medical, 
psychological, or substance abuse evaluation or treatment. Therefore, I agree not to use 
coaching as a substitute for medical, psychological or substance abuse evaluation or 
treatment. 
 

6. I acknowledge that if I am currently under the care of a licensed mental health 
professional, I have consulted with my licensed mental health professional regarding the 
advisability of my participation in coaching and my licensed mental health professional is 
aware of my participation in coaching. 
 

7. I understand and agree that I will not use any information or suggestions I receive from 
my coach as a substitute for any other form of professional advice including but not 
limited to, legal, medical, financial, business, or religious/spiritual advice.  
 

8. I understand that Nancy Little is an Associate Certified Coach (“ACC”) certified by the 
International Coaching Federation (“ICF”). I further understand that Nancy Little, ACC 
observes the Code of Ethics promulgated by the ICF (coachfederation.org/ethics) and the 
behavioral standards identified in the ICF Core Competencies (Coachferation.org/core-
competencies). I have reviewed and understand the ICF Code of Ethics and Core 
Competencies. 

 


